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A.M. OFFICE 

1. Clock in at your scheduled reporting time in a clean, serviceable, complete 
uniform. 

2. Obtain your vehicle keys, perform your vehicle inspection and notify your 
supervisor of any deficiencies along with the vehicle tag completely filled out. 

3. Proceed directly to your assignment and attend to your work quietly, diligently, 
and use approved efficient work methods and practices. Display a willing attitude 
and put forth a conscientious effort in developing skills to perform assigned 
duties. Be courteous and obliging in performance of duties. Refrain from loud 
talking and the use of profane language. Keep your work area neat and free from 
extraneous or personal items. 

4. Case your 1st class flats and periodicals (2nd class) and then your 1st class letter 
mail followed by any remaining mail unless instructed to curtail by the supervisor. 
You must adhere to your demonstrated % to standard. 

5. At 9:00 AM, if a clerk has not been around to pick up misthrows, take the 
misthrows to the throwback case and retrieve your hamper. 

6. Case residual mail, sign for accountable items and prepare to tie out your route. 
7. Process COA’s Mark-ups, UBBM (two bundle system), vacation holds, etc. 
8. On the way out to your vehicle, tale your mark-ups, COA’s, DPS information, and 

empty equipment to the designated areas. Leave appropriately endorsed UBBM 
including excess bundles of sequenced mail at the case. 

9. Pull your hot case, pick up your scanner, and swipe your vehicle card and your 
timecard. Proceed to the DPS staging area and retrieve DPS mail – DO NOT 
TIE OUT INDIVIDUAL BUDDLES. 

10. DPS mail will not be cased, individual pieces fingered or manipulated in 
any manner, unless explicitly directed by your supervisor in extraordinary 
circumstances. You may randomly check two or three areas of each tray during 
loading to ensure tray is tagged properly for your route. 

11. Go to your vehicle and load it properly. Proceed directly to your assigned 
route. 

12. You must adhere to your base street time. Do not deviate or change break or 
lunch locations without prior authorization. Deliver the mail in AMS database 
sequence (in redbook order). Lunch must be taken within six (6) hours of begin 
tour and both breaks must be completed within eight (8) hours of begin tour. 
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P.M. OFFICE 

1. Maintain appropriate fuel level in vehicle – no less than ¼ tank. 
2. Park your vehicle in the designated location, bring in all our collection mail and 

equipment. Do not leave anything in the vehicle. 
3. Deposit all equipment, collection mail and Aviation Security Mail properly and 

in the designated location. Proceed to DPS error case and process accordingly. 
4. Swipe your time and vehicle cards and enter accurate mileage. Proceed to the 

accountable cage area, turn in all accountable items, and return any necessary 
items to your case. 

5. Proceed to the timeclock and ring out for the day at your designated time. Leave 
the wok area immediately. 
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United States Postal Service 
Lincoln Park Flow Chart (S.O.P.) 

05/06/2019 
 A.M. 

1. Clock in and obtain vehicle keys. 
2. Inspect vehicle and complete repair tag if necessary. 
3. Proceed to Hot case and pull available mail. 
4. Proceed to assigned route. 
5. Case all tubbed flats, then flats in coffin. 
6. Case all letters. 
7. Put all misthrow’s in slot for clerk puck up, check hold mail requests for processing. 
8. Take markups & all A-Z, retrieve scanner, drop off markups and A-Z, pull and Scan Hot 

Case. 
9. Retrieve Parcel Hamper, spr tub, and equipment needed to pull down. 
10. Sort SPRS, scan any parcels business closed or forward or customer hold. 
11. When called by accountable clerk, proceed to accountable cart to sign for accountable mail 

and keys. 
12. Enter 3575’s or labels. 
13. Pull down route making sure the first park & loop relay is placed in the satchel. 
14. Leave UBBM mail in tubs with “UBBM” or “Other UBBM” written on top piece. 
15. Move to street function on time clock, swipe EBR badge. 
16. Pick up DPS. 
17. Load Vehicle using “Load Vehicle” feature on scanner, bring in any mis-thrown Parcels to 

Supervisor. 
18. Scan depart to route and proceed directly to route. 

P.M. 

1.  Park in closest to front of garage as feasible, unload collection mail and equipment. 
2. Check to make sure you do not leave any mail or equipment in the vehicle, also be sure to 

secure the vehicle, but leave rear doors on LLV’s & FFV’s open. 
3. Place outgoing mail in appropriate sections. (letters, flats, parcels) 
4. Swipe in on EBR badge to office and scan “Return Office” then return vehicle key. 
5. Check parcel look Ahead, if clear, cradle scanner, if not bring to Supervisor. 
6. Put away empty equipment, personal gear. 
7. Return DPS errors to 3M case and complete log. 
8. Check in at accountable cage all accountable mail and keys. 
9. Wash up if necessary. 
10. Proceed to timeclock and swipe out at end time. 
11. Immediately leave the workroom floor. 

 
DEVAITION FROM THE ABOVE SCHEDULE MUST BE APPROVED BY 
MANAGEMENT. 



Route Base Information Report 
Delivery Unit: 4822701 

Regular Routes 

Base Base 
Route Type Carrier Base DPS FSS¾ Base Ofc Rtr Str Tot BT LV 

pp % PDs Time Time Time Time 

27001 REG JONES E 7 93 0 615 00:53 00:00 07:13 08:06 08:00 08:42 

27002 REG GREEAR SL 13 94 0 343 00:57 00:00 07:15 08:12 08:00 08:40 

27003 REG DOWDELL AD 7 94 0 627 00:56 00:00 07:07 08:03 08:00 08:48 

(R) POOLE M ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- ---- ----

27004 REG MCCUIEN D 0 9 93 0 585 00:54 00:00 07:01 07:55 08:00 08:54 

(R) POOLE M ---- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

27006 REG TAYLOR BM 8 93 0 615 00:53 00:00 07:12 08:05 08:00 08:43 

27007 REG JENKINS A 8 93 0 554 00:53 00:00 07:05 07:58 08:00 08:50 

(R) GAMBLE I A ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

27008 REG EGGLESTON C J 7 93 0 404 00:56 00:00 07:16 08:12 08:00 08:39 

27009 REG PARKER AD 9 94 0 617 00:54 00:00 07:00 07:54 08:00 08:55 

(R) TATE HD ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

27012 REG JACKSON JD 9 94 0 535 00:56 00:00 07:09 08:05 08:00 08:46 

(R) GAMBLE I A ---- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

27014 REG BATES C 5 92 0 649 00:57 00:00 07:03 08:00 08:00 08:52 

(R) COX K ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

27015 REG SMITH AC 4 94 0 739 00:56 00:00 07:11 08:07 08:00 08:44 

(R) PIERCE JR R J ---- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
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RT ET 

16:25 16:30 

16:25 16:30 

16:25 16:30 

---- ----

16:25 16:30 

---- ----

16:25 16:30 

16:25 16:30 

---- ----

16:25 16:30 

16:25 16:30 

---- ----

16:25 16:30 

---- ----

16:25 16:30 

---- ----

16:25 16:30 

---- ----

RESTRICTED INFORMATION 

% 
OEI SEI to Lines Lines Tot 

Std 8-13 14-21 FOT 

696.25 85.22 100 00:05 00:28 00:33 

361.05 47.31 100 00:05 00:28 00:33 

671 .81 88.10 100 00:05 00:28 00:33 

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

650.00 83.37 100 00:05 00:28 00:33 

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

696.25 85.42 99 00:05 00:28 00:33 

627.19 78.21 94 00:05 00:28 00:33 

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

432.87 55.60 94 00:05 00:28 00:33 

685.56 88.14 100 00:05 00:28 00:33 

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

573.23 74.83 91 00:05 00:28 00:33 

---- --- ---- ---- ---- ----

683.16 92 .06 90 00:05 00:28 00:33 

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

791.81 102.88 85 00:05 00:28 00:33 

---- ---- ---- ---- --- ----
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